Wednesday, May 10, 2017

The Benchmarks Have Been Set
This week USDA released its May Supply/Demand Report, which
didn’t have too many surprises but did give the initial production,
demand, & ending stocks estimates for the 2017-18 crop year.
For US 2016-17 estimates, USDA did lower corn stocks 25 million
bushels, lowered soybean stocks 10 million bushels, & lowered
cotton stocks 100,000 bales. USDA also raised Brazil corn (2.5
mt) & soybean (+0.6 mt) production, and raised Argentine corn
(1.5 mt) & soybean (+1.0 mt) production. USDA thus jacked up
world corn ending stocks 12 mt, with 4 mt coming from Brazil &
Argentina, & much of the remainder coming from corn feeding
being replaced by dry distiller grains.
2017 winter wheat production of 1.246 billion bushels came in at
the low end of trade estimates, down 436 million from a year ago!
Hard red winter wheat (738 million) was also at the low end of
estimates, & down 345 million from a year ago. Kansas yield on
HRW is off 15 bpa from last year, with Oklahoma off 6 bpa. SRW
production (297 million) came in about as expected, down 48
million bushels from last year. Mid-South yields would be up this
year, while eastern states would be down 1-2 bpa from last year.
The most interesting numbers in today’s report were initial 2017-18 S&D estimates, both US & world. For US corn, USDA is starting
with a production estimate of 14.065 billion bushels, down more than 1 billion from last year. They expect US exports to drop
slightly while ethanol & feed demand remaining strong, but ending stocks remaining about 2.1 billion bushels. US soybean
production is expected to drop slightly despite the jump in acres, but even with strong demand, stocks would get just below 500
million bushels. Of course more soybean acres could change that. US wheat stocks are expected to fall back below 1 billion
bushels this year with the big drop in production. As we’ve talked all winter, the jump in US cotton acres & production would raise
ending stocks to 5.0 million bales according to USDA despite strong expected demand.
At the world level in 2017-18, USDA expected corn stocks to fall 28 million tonnes to 195 mt. That’s a big cut but still very ample
supply. World soybean stocks are expected to fall just 1 mt from last year’s record 90 mt, with record world demand keeping up
with production. World wheat stocks are expected to rise 3 mt to 258 mt this year despite the cut in US production – that’s
disturbing to those of us hoping for a big rebound in wheat price! But world cotton stocks are expected to drop 2 million bales to
87 million despite the increase in US production. So these are the starting numbers for 2017-18, and will of course be impacted
immediately by what acres get planted to what crops this spring!
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Managing Price Risk for 2017-18
USDA didn’t change much on their 2016-17 MYA prices, just cutting rice slightly & increasing cotton a penny. This marketing year
ends on August 31, so we don’t expect much to change from here on. The 2016-17 prices in BRIGHT BLUE are below the PLC
Reference Prices and would qualify for PLC payments if the year ended today.
USDA also put out its initial forecasts for 2017-18 MYA prices (right column). It’s a LONG way until the end of the next marketing
year – August 31, 2018 – but these are the (low) price estimates USDA is beginning at. For PLC, the prices in BRIGHT BLUE would
trigger a payment – basically the same crops at this year. USDA is estimating that MYA prices will be similar in the year ahead for
most crops. But there’s certainly a long way to go! I caution anyone to think that the ARC program will provide much support
for 2017-18, as the beginning/trigger prices used for ARC will fall dramatically the next two years.

So how do we manage price risk for this crop year? My thoughts on strategies haven’t changed since this winter. To summarize,
my thoughts were/are: utilize revenue insurance to provide bushel/revenue guarantees, then,
Corn – buy out-of-the-money “courage calls” now to help be more aggressive hedging when/if we see a summer rally.
Soybeans – sell aggressively early (or use a minimum price strategy) to lock in profit, as bigger planted acres likely mean
bigger carryout going forward.
Wheat – continue to let PLC/ARC provide support, then sell significant short-covering rallies when/if we get them.
Cotton – use long put option/short call option to set price floors while willing to accept a price ceiling near recent highs.
Tune in to our monthly Third Thursday Marketing Group webinar on May 18 to hear more about these strategies, and stick
around for an “Options 101+” discussion where we’ll go all the way from the basics of options to discussing specific strategies for
specific crops. Ask your DCIS agent for the link to the TTMM webinar.
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